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Exquisite Modular Origami Meenakshi Mukerji 2011-11-01 This is a step by step how-to book for making modular
origami models based on polyhedra. You will be amazed that these stunning models are made out of something as
ordinary paper. Author Meenakshi Mukerji is the winner of Origami USA's 2005 Florence Temko Award. You are
bound to love this book if you love origami, polyhedra, symmetry, geometry, and mathematics. Or you will simply
love it. The models presented here are proven favorites, the diagrams having been wanted by fans worldwide. Expect
hours of enjoyment folding over a dozen models and learn about polyhedra while you enjoy. Remember to visit the
author's popular origami website, http://www.origamee.net. Some praise for her previous books in the same subject,
Marvelous Modular Origami (2007), Ornamental Origami: Exploring 3D Geometric Designs (2009), and Origami
Inspirations (2010) is below:“Meenakshi's work is both intricate and lovely. She's greatly respected in the origami
world, one of the well-known world leaders in modular origami. Her books offer a nice exposition of the
mathematical elements, but you're not being hit over the head with math lessons. You learn things without even
realizing that you have.” —Robert Lang, world's leading origami artist“A whole book [Origami Inspirations] full
of amazingly attractive new modular pieces, highly recommended to all modular folders and those wanting to
dabble in this pastime. High standard of diagramming and model novelty applied throughout.”—David Petty, British
Origami Society“Mukerji presents yet another colorfully illustrated book, Origami Inspirations, showing in clear
diagrams how to make complex three-dimensional figures by folding paper.”—SciTech Book News“Ornamental
Origami is a wonderful book for both math and origami lovers alike. The author provides, clear descriptions and
beautiful photographs.”—MAA Reviews“Ornamental Origami is essentially a study of polyhedra but in a way
that brings out the symmetry in subtle ways. It builds up very complicated results from simple modules so that
even a beginner in origami can follow and learn about polyhedral symmetry by assembling them. It should definitely
find a place in school teaching or mathematics clubs.”—John Sharp, The London Mathematical Society Newsletter
Tamed by the Billionaire Judy Angelo 2016-02-29 NEW YORK TIMES & USA TODAY Best-selling Author, Judy
Angelo, presents: Volume 1: THE TAMING OF A PRINCESS... Serena Van Buren, the privileged daughter of a wealthy
businessman, can't wait to begin her three-month tour of Europe with her college mates. Little does she know that
fate has other plans in store! Instead of dancing with handsome Italians and dining with charming Frenchmen Serena
finds herself trapped in a six-month internship with overbearing business tycoon, Roman Steele - an arrangement
orchestrated by her own father. Serena is determined to show Roman that she won't yield to the demands of any
man, boss or no boss. She's a Van Buren, after all, known to wither a man with one look. But Roman Steele is like
no man she's ever met before. Suave, sexy and stunningly handsome, there's something about him that she can't
resist. It looks like Serena Van Buren has finally met her match. A sweet and saucy romance that will have you
smiling...
The Favor of God Jerry Savelle 2012-08-15 The grace of God is often referred to as unmerited favor. In fact, the
very meaning of grace is favor. In this extraordinary book written at a time when people need God's favor more than
ever, Jerry Savelle shows how the favor of God is not only available to the believer, but also promised. Drawing
from his own experience and his deep knowledge of the Scriptures, Dr. Savelle explains how to actively walk and
grow in divine favor, and by doing so enjoy the practical as well as the supernatural benefits for such a time as
this, when many are living in fear and uncertainty. The Favor of God will not just inspire readers. By God's grace
and favor, it will empower them.
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Architectural Graphics Frank Ching 2014-05-16 Architectural Graphics focuses on the techniques,
methodologies, and graphic tools used in conveying architectural ideas. The book takes a look at equipment and
materials, architectural drafting, and architectural drawing conventions. Discussions focus on drawing pencils,
technical drawing pens, set squares/templates, circle templates/compasses, line weight/line types, drafting
technique, drawing circular elements, floor plan, doors and windows in plan, stairs, wall indications, plan grids,
and site boundaries. The manuscript examines rendition of value and context and graphic symbols and lettering.
Topics include tonal values, media and techniques, value/texture rendition, material rendition, shades and
shadows, people, furniture, graphic representation symbols, and hand lettering. The text explores freehand drawing
and architectural presentations, including freehand sketching, graphic diagraming, and sketching equipment. The
publication is a valuable reference for architects interested in doing further studies in architectural graphics.
Gods Of Management Charles Handy 1985 &Lsquo;It Was Always A Myth That There Is One Best Way To
Manage, But It Has Been A Pervasive Myth And A Damaging One, To Both Individuals And Organizations. The Greeks
At Least Recognized A Variety Of Gods, Even If Each Had His Or Her Favourite. We Need A Law Of Requisite
Variety In Management As Well As A Theory Of Cultural Propriety.&Rsquo; The Four Gods Of The Title
Symbolize The Very Different Styles Of Management And Culture To Be Found In Today&Rsquo;S Organizations.
Zeus Is The Dynamic Entrepreneur Who Rules Over Companies Of The Club Cluture, Characterized By Speed Of
Decision And Rapid, Intuitive Communication. Apollo, God Of Order And Bureaucracy, Is The Patron Of The Role
Culture, Based Not On Personalities But On Definition Of The Jobs To Be Done. Athena, Goddess Of Craftsmen,
Recognized Only Expertise As The Basis Of Power And Influence: Hers Is The Task Culture. Dionysus Is The God
Preferred By Artists And Professionals Within The Existential Culture, People Who Owe Little Or No Allegiance
To A Boss. Under This Witty And Sparkling Allegory, Charles Handy, Britain&Rsquo;S Foremost Business Guru,
Makes A Serious Analysis Of The Changing Patterns Of Work And Business. Gods Of Management Is A World
Bestseller Which Is Required Reading For Managers, Business Students And Everyone Who Wants To Be A
Survivor On A World Of Constantly Changing Organizational Culture.
Sirens and Other Daemon Lovers Ellen Datlow 2012-09-11 A dangerously seductive collection of tales
that—like the sirens themselves—are impossible to resist Sensuality mingles with fantasy in this sultry
anthology starring fairies, sphinxes, werewolves, and other beings by masterful storytellers including Joyce
Carol Oates, Neil Gaiman, Jane Yolen, Ellen Kushner, and more. Sirens and Other Daemon Lovers features a vampire
who falls in love with her human prey, an updated Red Riding Hood fantasy, an unsuspecting young man who
innocently joins in seductive faerie revelry, and a cat goddess made human. Alluring and charismatic, this collection
from master editors Ellen Datlow and Terri Windling will stimulate more than just your imagination. This ebook
features illustrated biographies of Ellen Datlow and Terri Windling, including rare photos from the editors’
personal collections.
Twentieth-century Stories Ceri Jones 2011-01-01 This diverse collection of short stories helps to illustrate
the development of the new literary styles and perspectives that emerged during the course of the century.
Literary and Philosophical Essays Jean-Paul Sartre 1968

Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul Richard B. Hays 1989-01-01 "Paul's letters, the earliest writings in
the New Testament, are filled with allusions, images and quotations from the Old Testament. This book
investigates Paul's appropriation of Scripture from a perspective based on recent literary-critical studies of
intertextuality."--Amazon.com.
Payroll Accounting 2014 Bernard J. Bieg 2013-11-01 Prepare your students for career success with first-hand
experience in calculating payroll, completing payroll taxes, and preparing payroll records and reports. The 2014
edition of Bieg/Toland's market-leading text addresses all of the latest laws for payroll.Students focus on
applications rather than theory, and strong end-of-chapter material reinforces concepts and provides invaluable
hands-on learning experiences. Numerous new examples and real business applications enliven this edition and
demonstrate the relevance of what students are learning.An extensive payroll project within the last chapter of
the book gives students the opportunity to practice all they have learned, either manually or using Payroll
Accounting software ready to download from the CD included with the text. Additionally, CengageNOW
software is available to help you assign and grade student work, provide valuable practice and study tools for
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students, and help them get further outside the classroom! CengageNOW offers a way to automatically grade
homework assignments online and give students the feedback and guidance they need to go further with their
coursework. Robust instructor resources ensure that you can easily and thoroughly present today's payroll
laws and practices to prepare your students for success now and throughout their careers.
The Relationship Principles of Jesus Tom Holladay 2009-01-06 What would you give to radically improve, even
transform, what matters most in your relationships?How about forty days of your time?In forty days, bring new
depth and health to your marriage, your family, and your friendships. Six weeks to explore and implement six
foundational principles that Jesus taught and lived. You’ll be equipped with insights and a practical path for
fulfilling God’s intention for all your relationships—even the difficult ones.Shaped after Rick Warren’s
monumental bestseller, The Purpose Driven® Life, this book invites you to learn from the Master of relationships.
The Relationship Principles of Jesus will profoundly shape how you view relationships.

Write Like this Kelly Gallagher 2011 Recognizing the importance that modeling plays in the learning process, high
school English teacher Kelly Gallagher shares how he gets his students to stand next to and pay close attention
to model writers, and how doing so elevates his students' writing abilities. --from publisher description.
Quest for the Crystal Skull David Ciambrone 2015-01-27 Texas. It's the biggest state in the continental United
States. Sun worshipers, college students at Spring Break, smugglers and hurricanes visit its coastline. This
hurricane found Virginia Davies at a beachfront resort on St. John's Island securing archaeological artifacts and
treasures worth millions that had been hijacked. With the hurricane raging around her, she and a long time friend,
Donna Boletti, encounter Virginia's murdered partner, and some killers trying to steal an old crystal skull. After
she and Donna eliminate the threat of the killers and the hurricane ebbs, they head for New Orleans to trace down
the people behind the murders. Virginia and Donna are pulled into the world of Voodoo and find other groups
wanting the crystal skull and her dead. She and Donna keep searching for clues while the body count keeps going up
around them. She learns the people behind the murders are headquartered in Rome. In Rome, she manages to get inside
the world of a dangerous art and fake antiques business and an unusual laboratory for the manufacture of
undetectable fake art and antiques that could mean her death. Virginia entangles the reader in a rapid-fire
adventure involving the worlds of murder, voodoo, and antique fraud and the sights and sounds of Texas, New
Orleans and Rome up to the high stakes end on the Mediterranean Sea.
Occult Invasion Dave Hunt 1997-07-01 Author and lecturer Dave Hunt exposes what he believes is the subtle
seduction of the world and church by a resurgent occultism, a reality which is corroborated by increasing suicide,
violence, and immorality throughout society.
Engineering Mechanics D. S. Kumar 2009
Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri Chris McCubbin 1999 This strategy game comes through with brand new decisions to
make, new technologies, and new elements that subtly enhance the basic premise of the Civilization genre. The new
features include custom military units, terraforming, a new government model, and the alien landscape itself.
The Feather Men Ranulph Fiennes 1991 The story of a secret organization called The Feathermen and their 14-year
attempt to trace the killers of a number of British ex-servicemen in Britain and abroad. Ranulph Fiennes has published
eight books, two of which have been in The Sunday Times bestseller list.

Marketing Fundamentals Bronis Verhage 2007-08 Marketing Fundamentals– a Dutch bestseller – strikes the right
balance between marketing theory and practice. The book offers a cutting edge review of new priorities in marketing,
as illustrated by the diverse selection of analyses of world-class companies’ customer-focused strategies. This
attractively illustrated, full colour edition includes a mix of European and global examples –both successes and
failures in business – encompassing the entire field of marketing, including services marketing. The new ‘Practitioner’s
Perspectives’ and ‘Professor’s Perspectives’ in each chapter offer insightful opinions and powerful ideas on key
issues in marketing management. They help bring the fundamentals of marketing from a global perspective to life.
100 Words To Make You Sound Smart Editors of the American Heritage Di 2006-10-04 This title in the popular
100 Words series is an informative and entertaining resource that can help anyone be right on the money when
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looking for words that will make a point, seal the deal, or just keep folks listening. Chosen by the editors of the
American Heritage Dictionaries, these words will appeal to anyone who wants to be a more compelling
communicator—as a worker, consumer, advocate, friend, dinner companion, or even as a romantic prospect. The
book includes a colorful variety of words, including handy words of just one syllable (such as glib) and words
derived from the names of famous people (such as Freudian slip and Machiavellian). There are expressions from
popular culture (Catch-22) and words that date back to classical civilization (spartan and stoic). Each word
is clearly defined and shown in context with quotations from magazines, newspapers, broadcast media, movies, and
television. For many words, quotations from distinguished authors and speakers are also given and word histories
are explained. 100 Words to Make You Sound Smart provides an affordable and enjoyable way to communicate
more effectively. It offers the coveted gift of gab to anyone who needs to “say it right”—and to anyone who
wants to sound more articulate.
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